ELITE SALES START HERE
HP WITH AMD & MICROSOFT

HP devices for hybrid work create the ultimate way to work with the power of the AMD processor. Do more with more processing power, battery life, and security!

HP EliteBook 8x5 G9 Series
with AMD Ryzen™ PRO 6000 Series Processors

- +26 hours of battery life
- +60% in graphics performance, great for content creation and collaboration exp
- 5MP cameras with HP Auto Frame
- HP Wolf Security for Business
- Wi-Fi 6E and 4G
- Versatility with 2x USB4C ports

HP EliteBook 6x5 G9 Series
with AMD Ryzen™ PRO 5000 Series Processors

- Up to 19.2 hours on Elitebook 655 (51 WHR battery w/ Ryzen 7)
- 93% better multitasking performance
- 64% better productivity performance (CPU)
- Temporal Noise Reduction camera with low-light and backlight adjustments, AI based Noise reduction, Sound Calibration, Super Resolution
- Protect against physical attacks, built in persistence against internal risks, and resilience to cyber threats
- Wi-Fi 6E

ProBook 4x5 G9 Series
with AMD Ryzen™ 5000 Series Processors

- Up to 20.5 hours of battery life
- Larger screen experience than traditional 11” with up to 80% screen-to-body ratio
- Temporal Noise Reduction camera with lowlight and backlight adjustments, AI based Noise reduction, Sound Calibration, Super Resolution
- The slim and sleek HP Pro x360 435 adapts to your workday. Four use modes enable you to easily create, present, and collaborate in a comfortable way, wherever your office may be
- Wi-Fi 6E 20 15 with HP Extended Range Wireless LAN
- HP Wolf PRO Security Edition for additional end user security features, perfect for SMB & end security

Ready to Ignite your HP Business?
www.dandh.com/HP | Contact an HP Specialist - HPI@dandh.com
Using Windows Autopilot makes it easy for partners to optimize user features, settings, and apps without ever having to touch the device themselves. Windows Autopilot makes it easy to manage your devices seamlessly, including reconfiguring, recovering, repurposing, and disposing of them at the end of their useful lives.

Device Deployment Ready for Hybrid Work!

Out of the Box and Ready to Go!
Configure your device from the cloud in a few easy steps

Real-Time View
Windows autopilot allows users to keep track of progress.

Provisioning Without the Hassle
Improve the user experience by personalizing it and simplifying the setup process.

Cloud Empowerment
Connect Windows Autopilot devices to Azure Active Directory and manage mobile devices from the cloud.

Ready to Ignite your HP Business?
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